Author Daphne Michaels Launches “Mountaintop Prosperity”
Speaker, author and trainer Daphne Michaels is launching Mountaintop Prosperity, her latest book,
on Wednesday, November 16. In this groundbreaking book, Michaels helps readers move quickly to
new heights in life, work and money.
Seattle, Washington (PRWEB) November 15, 2016 -- Speaker, author and trainer
Daphne Michaels is launching her latest book – Mountaintop Prosperity – this
Wednesday, November 16. In this groundbreaking book, Michaels helps readers
move quickly to new heights in life, work and money. By emerging above the
fog within, readers can discover the open path to life’s real opportunities.
“Daphne Michaels will awaken you to your highest truth and joy,” said Janet
Bray Atwood, New York Times bestselling co-author of The Passion Test.
In the first eleven chapters of Mountaintop Prosperity, Michaels guides readers
in considering their goals, experiencing personal breakthroughs, persisting
through challenges, cultivating a courage to love and embracing the world. In
chapter 12, Michaels goes beyond sharing Mountaintop Prosperity by providing
thought-provoking writing exercises to help readers avoid dead ends and stay on
the open path to their own mountaintops.

Mountaintop Prosperity
by Daphne Michaels

Michaels’ twenty-first century model for success offers new, life-changing
insights on how readers can reach their mountaintops in both their personal and
work lives. In Mountaintop Prosperity, readers will learn how to:
- Avoid common dead-ends
- Stop letting past mistakes define them
- Understand how ego blocks creativity
- Triumphantly meet daily challenges
- Discover their “spheres of genius”
- Find the path to their own mountaintops
“Mountaintop Prosperity is a brilliant weave of the practical and spiritual,
showing you how to embrace both and live the life of your dreams,” said Marci
Shimoff, #1 New York Times bestselling author.
For more information about the book, or to schedule author interviews or media
appearances, visit DaphneMichaels.com or contact Daphne Michaels via email,
daphne@daphnemichaels.com, or by phone at 253-459-9916.
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